Abstract. Ability to encapsulate molecules is one of the outstanding features of nanotubes. The encapsulation alters physical and chemical properties of both nanotubes and guest species. The latter normally form a separate phase, exhibiting drastically different behavior compared to bulk.
Transport of liquids through carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has emerged as an extremely active research area during the last 10-15 years. The goals of nanotechnologists are diverse and well defined. Liquids in nano-channels give rise to the broad field of nanofluidics, including separation membranes, sensors, electrophoretic and thermophoretic channels, gating devices, etc.
Nanotubes can be loaded with a solubilized cargo to be delivered inside a living cell. Important features of CNTs include their ability to cross phospholipid membranes and to absorb light that penetrates through living tissues. They give rise to a variety of therapeutic applications and anticancer treatments. From the fundamental point of view, understanding liquid behavior in nanoscale spaces is of primary importance, since the resulting properties may be very different from those in bulk liquid, solid and gaseous phases of the same substance. New types of materials can be fabricated inside nanotubes.
Despite a significant amount of reported studies, many pertinent questions remain open.
Most reports have been devoted to water, as reviewed thoroughly in Ref. 15 Other confined liquids and gases are represented to a much lesser extent. 27 , 28 Hummer and coworkers 20 were among the first to apply molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to characterize a system containing a narrow single-walled armchair CNT. This work introduced a mechanism of pulselike transmission of water through CNT and visualized empty-filled transitions inside CNT. It was suggested that enhanced water transmission occurs due to tight hydrogen bonding network in the one-dimensional confined water. The rigid CNT carcass shields these hydrogen bonds from fluctuations in the environment. Aquaporin-1, a transmembrane protein, exhibits a comparable water transmission speed. 29 The theoretical work of Hummer et al. 20, 22 was followed by Majumder and coworkers, 23 who used a membrane consisting of aligned multi-walled CNTs with graphitic inner cores and high area density, crossing a solid polystyrene film. The flows of several liquids, including water, ethanol, hexane and decane, were measured through this membrane at ambient pressure. It was found that the flow rates were 4-5 orders of magnitude faster than the theoretically expected fluid flow. 23 It was hypothesized that the major reason for the reported high fluid velocities was the frictionless surface of the CNT sidewalls.
A series of recent works have been devoted to the discussion of the drastically different structure and dynamics of water, while inside CNTs. 15 The exceptionally fast transport reported initially was questioned in newer publications. For instance, Thomas and coworkers 17 have suggested that the transport enhancement of water is actually much lower. Furthermore, the enhancement in flow decreases significantly with an increase of the CNT diameter. Naguib and coworkers 21 employed transmission electron microscopy, suggesting that fluid mobility inside CNT is reduced rather than enhanced. Ohba and coworkers 30 observed 3-5 times faster transport of water through narrow one-dimensional channels, as compared to wider carbon channels. The latter observation was correlated with a reduced number of hydrogen bonds in confined water films.
In this paper, we investigate a significantly different fluid, compared to water and other molecular liquids. 
Results and Discussion
Five 20 nm long double-walled CNTs (Table 1) were immersed in liquid [
Spontaneous filling of these CNT was simulated in the constant pressure constant temperature ensemble, as described in the methodology section. Figure 1 exemplifies atomistic configurations of the filled CNTs. The evolution of the energy of interaction between IL and CNT sidewalls during filling (Figures 2 and S2 ) characterizes the observed non-equilibrium phenomenon at the fundamental level. All curves exhibit three regions: 0 to 6 ns (ions approach the CNT entrance), 5 to 10 ns (ions quickly penetrate the CNT interior), 10 to 15 ns (minor energetic changes due to final rearrangement of inner and outer ions). Interestingly, before filling, higher curvature of the outer CNT surface gives rise to stronger interaction with the ions (Figure 2 ). This can appear surprising, since one expects a surface curving away from an ion to interact less, not more. The curvature dependence is inverted after filling, which is also unexpected. A surface curving towards an ion should interact more, not less. The inversion is observed mostly for the cation.
The interaction of all tubes with the anion after filling is essentially independent of the curvature. Once the filled CNTs had been thermodynamically equilibrated, two subsets of systems were created in the simulation. The first subset represents the single-walled CNTs with the initially selected internal diameters, i.e. CNTs (10,10), (13, 13) , (16, 16) , (19, 19) , and (22, 22) . The second subset represents the original double-walled CNTs. The ions that did not enter the CNTs during the equilibration (simulated filling) were deleted. The self-diffusion constants of confined
were computed in all systems ( Figure 5 ). The diffusion constants were determined using the Green-Kubo formula,
, i.e. by integrating the unnormalized linear velocity autocorrelation function. Note that although CNTs are one-dimensional systems formally, ions can diffuse both along and perpendicular to the CNT axis in larger CNTs. Since our goal is to compare IL diffusion inside CNTs to bulk diffusion, we use the expression suitable for bulk. The simulation of self-diffusion was done at 450 K in order to improve sampling and to minimize standard deviations of the computed values.
It may be expected that confined ILs exhibit slower self-diffusion, akin to the recently demonstration for acetonitrile. 27 However, the diffusion constants, D, inside the smallest CNT-10 In order to provide a microscopic interpretation of the diffusion trend, we perform thermodynamics analysis. Due to confinement, electrostatically driven cation-anion attraction decreases as the CNT diameter gets smaller. In the same way, repulsion between the same cations becomes smaller,
proportionally. The average CNT-IL binding reaches maximum in small CNTs. Indeed, each ion in these CNTs is located near the CNT sidewall. Although adsorption at the inner carbon sidewalls is driven by the relatively weak van der Waals attraction, the overall adsorption energy is significant (Table 2 ). In case of the double-walled CNTs, the binding energy is systematically larger. Nevertheless, the CNT-IL interaction is weaker than the cation-anion attraction. All three CNT- 13   -613  -67  +260  +165  CNT-16  -695  -52  +295  +201  CNT-22  -781  -35  +342  +241  Double-walled carbon nanotubes  CNT-10  -495  -160  +210  +110  CNT-13  -605  -124  +260  +160  CNT-16  -679  -100  +295  +193  CNT-22  -781  -38  +342  +239  BULK  -943  -+470  +280 Can the reported diffusion increase happen due to density differences between the bulk phase of IL and the confined phase? Figure 7 represents relationships between [
diffusion, density and external pressure. The latter is responsible for a given density. Little difference in both density and diffusion are observed, when pressure is increased from 0.1 up to 100 bar. Further increase in pressure leads to significant increase in density. Consequently, the density increase correlates with the self-diffusion decrease, by about an order of magnitude at 10 000 bar. An over 10% increase in density due to compressibility is an interesting observation in itself. In the case of low molecular solvents, such as water, a 10% density increase is hard to achieve due to lack of conformational flexibility in these small molecules. Another important conclusion coming from Figure 
Conclusions
We show, for the first time, that a highly viscous IL spontaneously and rapidly penetrates inside CNTs of any diameter at 363 K and higher temperatures. The ability of a highly viscous liquid composed of charged particles to enter even the smallest, apolar CNTs at ambient pressure is surprising. Since the external pressure does not play a significant role in the filling process, filling occurs due to favorable internal energy rather. The sensitivity of the filling process to temperature indicates that the entropic factor plays the decisive role. Despite the increased internal energy inside CNTs, ionic diffusion in confined conditions exceeds that in the bulk phase. This is uncommon, since stronger intermolecular interactions usually imply smaller diffusivity.
The self-diffusivity of [C 41 which is compatible with the IL force field, based on the derivation procedure. Polarizability of ions was included implicitly via the approach developed recently (see Figure S1 and related discussion in Supporting Information). 42, 43 The CNT-IL interactions were simulated using the Lennard-Jones interaction terms with the parameters computed according to the Lorentz-Berthelot combination rules. A comprehensive review of the previous work suggests that this choice provides a reliable and the most widely applied methodology. Figure 1 ) were subject to additional 10×0.5 ns MD runs at 450 K with a time-step of 0.001 ps.
The self-diffusion constants were derived applying the Green-Kubo formula to linear velocity autocorrelation function. The ten resulting diffusion constants were processed statistically as results of independent experiments. To ensure such independency, random generation of initial velocities was performed at the beginning of each calculation.
The electrostatic interactions were simulated using direct Coulomb law up to 1.3 nm of separation between interaction sites. The interactions beyond 1.3 nm were computed using the reaction-field-zero (RF0) technique as implemented in the GROMACS simulation suite. [44] [45] [46] provides a description of electrostatic interactions, which is comparable in accuracy to the Particle-Mesh-Ewald approach. RF0 is computationally more preferable is non-isotropic systems.
The Lennard-Jones 12-6 interactions were smoothly brought down to zero from 1.1 to 1. . Analysis of structure and thermodynamics was done using supplementary utilities distributed with the GROMACS package [44] [45] [46] and in-home tools. All manipulations with nanotubes, such as construction of ideal geometry, division of ions between inner and outer regions, were performed using the set of tools (MDCNT) developed by V.V.C.
All MD simulations were conducted using 12-core nodes of the Exciton cluster (University of Rochester). Domain decomposition technique was used to distribute computational load over the nodes. 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Details of the force field refinement and representation of the data of Figure 2 normalized to CNT surface area can be found in Supporting Information. This information is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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